Abstract-Manipulation of deformable linear objects (DLOs) has potential applications in the fields of aerospace and automotive assembly. In this paper, we introduce a problem formulation for attaching a set of interlinked DLOs to a support structure using a set of clamping points. The formulation describes the manipulation planning problem in terms of known clamp poses; predetermined ideal clamping locations on the cables, called "reference points;" and a set of finite gripping points on the DLOs. We also present a prototype algorithm that generates a solution in terms of primitive manipulation actions. The algorithm guarantees that no interlink constraints are violated at any stage of manipulation. We incorporate gravity in the computation of a DLO shape and propose a property linking geometrically similar cable shapes across the space of cable length and stiffness. This property allows for the computation of solutions for unit length and scaling of these solutions to appropriate length, potentially resulting in faster shape computation.
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Note to Practitioners-This paper was motivated by the problem of automated robotic installation of electrical wiring into an aircraft fuselage. This process typically involves the alignment of a set of long cables along the side of the fuselage with temporary fasteners, followed by final clamping. The cables are connected to each other through electrical interlinks at certain intervals, and cannot be treated as independent entities during installation. Previous approaches have addressed the problem of motion planning for only a single DLO; these methods would fail to model interlinked DLOs. Here, we present a mathematical formulation for modeling the installation process as a manipulation planning problem. This approach would generate a plan to complete the installation process using a finite set of primitive actions. We demonstrate the use of this algorithm to produce plans for installation of cables into an aircraft fuselage, using specifications for an actual aircraft in production.
Index Terms-Deformable materials, manipulation planning.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N THIS paper, we are concerned with manipulation planning for multiple interlinked deformable linear objects (DLOs), or deformable objects that are much larger along one dimension than the other two [1] , [2] -for example, cables, or hoses. The specific task considered in this paper is the installation of an interlinked set of cables into an aircraft fuselage. The cables in question are heavy harnesses of wiring that run along the length of the fuselage. The interlinks connecting the cables are fragile and cannot bear the weight of the main cables; any attempt to manipulate the cables independently without considering these interlinks may result in damage to their electrical integrity. While many promising approaches have been proposed with regard to manipulation and motion planning for a single cable manipulated at both ends, to the best of our knowledge, the problem of planning for multiple DLOs has yet to be addressed.
State-of-the-art methods for motion planning with DLOs operate within the continuous state space of DLO shape and manipulator position and work well for a single DLO [1] , [2] . Manipulation planning for multiple interlinked DLOs is inherently a mixed discrete and continuous problem. The cable shape and manipulator positions lie in a continuous state space, while the actions of clamping the cable to predefined spots and grasping or releasing a cable form a discrete state space. This problem can be addressed hierarchically by defining a higher level task planner and a lower level motion planner.
In this paper, we propose a problem formulation for the higher level task planner, as well as a prototype planner to generate satisficing solutions to the task planning problem. In addition to solving this problem, our work also provides geometrically feasible endpoints for the motion planning problem of connecting the discrete planner states.
This paper extends our preliminary work [3] in three ways: we provide proof for a general 3-D case for a property that maps geometrically similar cable shapes of various length and stiffness values, we provide an upperbound for the time complexity of the proposed planner and define the features required for a complete algorithm, and we demonstrate the functionality of the algorithm for a simulated real-world problem of cable installation into an aircraft fuselage.
In Section III, we mathematically define the manipulation planning problem, including task components, transition actions, the structure of a manipulation plan, and a validation test for that plan. In Section IV, we present a curve optimization formulation to model cable shape in the presence of gravity. We also present a property that defines geometrical similarity between solutions for DLOs of different length and stiffness. In Section V, we present an algorithm for planning a sequence of primitive actions to accomplish cable installation, including strategies for resolving potential interlink conflicts. In Section V-F, we examine sample solutions developed by the algorithm for installing a set of cables with fewer manipulators than cables. In Section VI, we derive the time complexity of the proposed algorithm and describe the challenges involved in designing a complete algorithm. Finally, in Section VII-A, we demonstrate the efficacy of the algorithm when applied to a simulated real-world installation problem.
II. RELATED WORK Prior research into manipulation planning for DLOs has focused on the development of models to enable rapid computation of DLO shape, defining the manipulation tasks and planning for task execution given a problem definition.
The use of minimum energy-based shape computation is typically preferred for quasi-static planning, as it directly computes the equilibrium DLO shape. Some works framed shape computation as a nonlinear optimization problem: for example, Wakamatsu and Hirai [4] modeled the configuration parameters along the length of a DLO as a linear combination of basic functions and optimized over the coefficients, while Moll and Kavraki [1] used a subdivision-based scheme, with torsion and curvature as the decision variables for optimization. Another series of works assessed the modeling of a DLO shape as a geometric optimal control problem: Bretl and McCarthy [2] proved that the set of solutions for the curve shape is a finite dimensional smooth manifold that can be parameterized by a single chart. Mukadam et al. [5] extended this result to multiple grippers along the length of a cable. Borum and Bretl [6] proved that the set of all nonintersecting stable configurations is path-connected. These results were important for the development of some of the motion planning strategies proposed in those papers.
Research into planning for DLOs can be classified according to the goals for the manipulation planning task in question. The most common goal definition is geometric, wherein the goal shape and position of the DLO are specified. The works by Moll and Kavraki [1] , Bretl and McCarthy [2] , and Mukadam et al. [5] proposed the use of a probabilistic roadmap planner (PRM), with sampling from the domain of either the boundary conditions or the manifold that describes the set of the solution to the curve minimization problem. Other works, such as those by Hirai and Wada [7] , Wada et al. [8] , and Berenson [9] , proposed feedback control schemes to align the DLO with the goal shape. Wada et al. [8] used PID control on a spring-mass, latticebased model. Berenson [9] proposed an approximate Jacobianbased scheme that does not require a physics-based model. More recently, Roussel et al. [10] combined rapidly exploring random trees with sampling from the manifold described by Bretl and McCarthy [2] with a dynamic simulator in order to account for contact with the environment. Nair et al. [11] proposed an end-to-end scheme to generate manipulation policy from monocular camera images.
Another type of goal specification focuses on the topological state of the DLO, rather than the exact shape-knot tying, for instance, as explored in works by Saha and Isto [12] and [13] , Morita et al. [14] , Wakamatsu et al. [15] , and Ladd and Kavraki [16] . Saha and Isto [12] developed a topological goal definition based on knot theory and proposed a PRM-based planner. In later work [13] , they extended the definition and planner to apply to tying knots around objects in the given environment.
The DLO goal state may also be defined relative to its environment. Acker and Henrich [17] and Acker et al. [18] described the goal state in terms of the contact state of the DLO with respect to the environment and constructed plans in terms of transitioning contact states. Another work [10] solved routing and positioning problems within highly constrained environments by allowing for contact with the obstacles.
Another important application considered in motion planning for DLOs is steering a surgical needle inserted into the human body to a specified target. Duindam et al. [19] proposed an inverse kinematics based solution for needle steering with known dynamics. Alterovitz et al. [20] , van den Berg et al. [21] , Patil et al. [22] , and Patil and Alterovitz [23] accounted for uncertainty in the dynamics either by modeling it explicitly as a Markov process or by using sensing and rapid replanning to account for deviation from nominal trajectories. Patil et al. [24] proposed the use of similar motion planning techniques to design implants to deliver drugs through fluid channels constructed within the implant.
Kaelbling and Lozano-Pérez [25] , [26] proposed that the task and motion planning domains are hierarchical in nature for problems within the context of pick-and-place tasks and navigation amongst movable objects. These problems can be solved using a top-down approach by providing skeletal plans via a task planner and assigning the values of the motion-level variables guaranteed to result in feasible motion plans by solving constraint satisfaction problems and filling any gaps with a motion planner. With these as benchmark problems, Srivastava et al. [27] , Chitnis et al. [28] , and Garrett et al. [29] , [30] developed search algorithms for task and motion planning. However, these works primarily focused on domains in which objects are independent of each other, in that the primary interaction between the task and motion domain is the reachability of the objects within the scenario. As such, these planners are incompatible with the planning domain proposed in this paper. We do, however, borrow the idea of exploiting the hierarchy of planning domains via a topdown approach to solve the search problem in our planner.
Here, we provide a formulation for the problem of manipulating a set of interlinked DLOs. We also present a prototype algorithm that generates a plan in the form of primitive manipulation actions that guarantee that all interlink constraints are satisfied, thus solving the coupled task and motion planning problem. Finally, we prove a property that relates geometrically similar cable shapes across different length and stiffness values, allowing for faster shape computation.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we define the manipulation planning problem, including the system state, action types, interlink constraints, and a definition of the structure of a task plan.
A. Task Components
Consider the problem of aligning a network of n cables to a known set of clamp poses. The components that describe this task are the cables, manipulators, and the interlinks between cables.
1) Cables: The characteristics of each cable include the following. a) Cable Shape: The shape of a cable is represented by a curve parameterized by cable length. Each point on the cable maps to a position and the local orientation. Let the i th cable shape be represented by a curve, C i , where
L i is the length of the i th cable. The position and orientation are derived as follows:
The cable must be clamped to specified clamp poses, each of which fixes the complete state of the cable at a specified length. The clamp poses for cable i are denoted by an ordered array of K i , where
c) Reference Points: Reference points are the locations on the cable at which it is to be clamped. The number of reference points is equal to the number of clamps, and each reference point is mapped to a corresponding clamp. The reference points for the i th cable are denoted by an ordered array
d) Gripping Points: A cable can only be gripped by manipulators at certain discrete points along its length, called "gripping points." For the i th cable, they are defined as an ordered array, G i , as follows:
2) Manipulators: Each manipulator configuration is defined by its position and orientation. If a cable is being grasped by a manipulator, this creates a boundary condition for C i (s). The manipulators are part of the
A manipulator can either be "free" or "occupied." An occupied manipulator is described by the ordered pair
, implying that the k th manipulator is grasping cable i at grip point g i j . 3) Interlink Constraints: Interlinks are small lengths of wiring connecting two larger cable harnesses. These interlinks are incapable of bearing the weight of the larger harnesses, as such they must never be stretched during manipulation. In our problem formulation, all interlinks are contained within a set I, with each element described by a five-tuple
Here, i k and j k are the indices of the cables involved in interlink k, s i k and s j k are the lengths along the respective cables where the interlinks are attached, and l k is the length of the interlink. An interlink constraint is said to be satisfied when the interlink in question is not taut
B. System State The state of the system is defined by the following tuple:
The elements of this tuple are as follows. 1) {C i } is the set of curves describing the cable shapes.
} is a set of ordered pairs describing the clamps used and their corresponding attachment points on the cables. Here, x i j ∈ [0, L i ] represents the length along the cable which is clamped at that clamping fixture. 3) M represents the set of manipulator positions.
} is a set of ordered pairs describing the occupied manipulators, the cable and the gripping point used to grasp the cable. 5) F is a binary vector of length n links . The kth element evaluates the truth value of condition (7). Fig. 1 depicts an example system state. The red lines indicate taut interlinks and the green lines indicate slack interlinks that satisfy the constraint in (7).
C. State Transition Actions
The state transition actions are the set of actions that manipulate the cable. For the scope of this paper, we assume that a single manipulator can only grasp one cable at a time, and define five action types. 1) RepositionManipulator(ManipID, target): This action type repositions the selected manipulator to the specified target. ManipID ∈ M and target ∈ R 3 × S 3 .
2) GraspCable(ManipID, CableID, GripPointID): This action results in the selected manipulator moving and grasping the specified cable at the specified gripping point.
This action moves the selected manipulator to the clamp position and transfers the boundary value constraint from the manipulator to the selected clamp.
(This action requires the manipulator to be grasping the specified cable.) ManipID ∈ M, CableID = i ∈ {1, 2, . . . n cable } and ClampID ∈ K i .
4) ReleaseManipulator(ManipID):
This action frees the selected manipulator and removes the boundary condition from the grasped cable.
This is a compound action. First, a gripping point on the cable closest to the specified reference point is selected and the action GraspCable is used to grasp the cable at this point. Next, the cable is clamped to the corresponding spot using the ClampCable action.
D. Plan Structure
The manipulation plan is described as the following tuple:
Equation (9) defines a task plan of length n. Each set included in the tuple is referred to as an action set, with each element of an action set representing a primitive action. All primitive actions within an action set must be executed simultaneously; further, an action set k is executed strictly before k + 1. In the event that the AlignReferencePoint action is carried out in set k, the GraspCable action is included in set k − 1 and the ClampCable action is included in k.
In order for a plan to be valid, none of the primitive actions must result in a taut cable, and no interlink constraints may be violated once all the actions in a given action set are completed.
E. Problem Search Space
The search space of the planning domain described in Section III is hierarchical. At the highest level of this hierarchy, the search space includes all possible sequences of action sets as defined in (9) . Each action set contains either one of the primitive actions defined in Section III-C or a no-op action for each manipulator in the scenario. Each primitive action has its own search space consisting of the domain of the arguments it takes as input. For the GraspCable action, the search space comprises the product of the set of all gripping points {G i }, as defined in (4), and the set of manipulator indices {1, 2, . . . n manipulator }. For the ClampCable action, the search space comprises the product of the set of clamp poses K i corresponding with the cable being held as defined in (2), and the set of manipulator indices {1, 2, . . . n manipulator }. For the RepositionManipulator, the search space comprises the product of the set of manipulator indices {1, 2, . . . n manipulator } and the continuous space R 3 × S 3 representing the manipulator pose. Finally, the ReleaseManipulator search space comprises the set of all manipulator indices {1, 2, . . . n manipulator }.
IV. SHAPE COMPUTATION
While planning for an action, it is necessary to predict the shape of a cable in order to prevent stretching it or violating an interlink constraint. Similar to prior work [1] , [2] , [4] , we use a minimum energy-based scheme to compute cable shape. As described in Section III-A, cable shape is represented by a curve defined in (1) . The points at which a cable is clamped or grasped by a manipulator define the boundary conditions for that cable. The shape of the cable between each of these boundary conditions can be computed independently of the other sections if the length between each point is known; thus, the entire cable shape may be determined by computing a twopoint boundary value problem (BVP) for each section of the cable at a time.
Consider a segment of the cable; let the shape be defined by the curve as follows:
The curve C must be a solution to the following curve optimization problem:
with boundary conditions C(0) = C 0 and C(L) = C f where k 1 and k 2 are proportional to the bending and torsional stiffness of the cable, respectively, W g is the weighting factor for gravity, and u and τ are the curvature and the torsion in the cable, respectively.
The problem of shape computation is identical to an optimal control problem and can be solved using calculus of variations by converting the optimization to a two-point BVP [31] .
The nature of the curve optimization problem allows its solutions to have the following properties.
1) The solution is invariant with translation.
2) The solution is invariant when the cable is rotated along the gravity vector.
3) The solution for a cable with length L and stiffness values k 1 and k 2 is geometrically similar to that for a cable with length L and stiffness values (
, given that the boundary conditions are appropriately scaled. These properties can often be used to improve the speed of shape computation while planning through search. 
A. Proof for Length and Stiffness Transformation
The shape computation problem described in (11) can be reframed as a two-point BVP using calculus of variations. The property can then be proved by comparing the solutions to two such BVPs. The first BVP is derived from (11) ⎡ 
subject to the following constraints:
It must be noted that the functions u and τ are linear in
The BVP for the upscaled problem of length L = 1 with stiffness value k 1 = k 1 /L 3 is given by the following: 
Note that the functions f k ; k ∈ {1, 2, 3} are identical to those in (12) . If we assume that the initial condition,
solves problem (12) , then the condition
Note that while the above proof is valid for DLO shapes in 3-D workspaces, it is only valid on the unconstrained parts of the cable. The shape computation model presented above does not consider the effects of the cable coming into contact with the ground plane, other obstacles in the scenario, or other cables. Thus, we only consider a 2-D scenario with a primitive model of the cable making contact with the ground in our evaluation of the planner. Further development of the shape model to incorporate contact constraints is required in order to evaluate the algorithm's performance within 3-D environments. However, in the case of cable installation into an aircraft as depicted here, the linear layout of the fuselage implies that the scenario can be modeled as a 2-D instance.
V. PROPOSED PLANNING ALGORITHM
As described in Section III-E, the planning problem search space is hierarchical, with the sequence of primitive actions occupying the topmost level. In our planner, we exploit the fact that the sequence of actions contributing to task completion comprises repetitions of the compound action AlignReferencePoint, preventing the need to search through all possible sequences of primitive actions. This compound action has a search space comprised of the set of all reference points R i . The planner initially chains together repetitions of the compound action, then locally repairs interlink constraint violations by adding resolution actions to the action sets corresponding to the compound action. To identify the resolution actions, the planner conducts a heuristic-guided search to identify correct parameters for the discrete parts of the search spaces of the GraspCable and ClampCable actions, and performs gradient descent within the continuous space of manipulator poses in order to minimize the distance between the ends of the stretched interlinks.
The prototype planner we propose here, accepts a list of reference points to be aligned, {(i, r i j )}, where i ∈ {1, . . . , n cable } and r i j ∈ R i ; and the initial state of the system S as defined in (8) . The output of the planner is a valid task plan P in the format defined in (9). 
A. Planner in a Nutshell
The planner comprises two top-level algorithms, AlignReferencePointList and ResolveInterlinkConflict, which recursively call one another; Figs. 3 and 4 depict their respective control flows. The first algorithm to be called is the AlignReferencePointList (Algorithm 1), with input arguments including the list {(i, r i j )}; the initial state S; an initial plan P, which begins as an empty set; the list of free manipulators, which initially consists of the entire set of manipulators; and the occupied manipulators list, which begins as an empty set. This algorithm attempts to align the reference points in {(i, r i j )} in their listed order. An alignment is identified as successful if and only if a plan can be found such that the specified reference point is aligned with its clamp and all manipulators included in the list of free manipulators at input are free upon its execution. If alignment fails, the algorithm attempts to align the next point in the list. Algorithm 1 exits successfully if all reference points in {(i, r i j )} are aligned, and exits with a failure if the algorithm revisits a reference point for which alignment has already failed without performing any successful alignments between attempts. If a simple alignment using AlignReferencePoint is impossible for the queried reference point without violating an interlink constraint, ResolveInterlinkConflict (Algorithm 2) is called. This algorithm attempts to use the resolution strategies implemented by the planner. First, it attempts a singlestep resolution such that additional free manipulators are used to simultaneously align reference points on other cables with clamps close to the reference point that was initially being aligned. If single-step resolution fails for some cables, the algorithm then attempts a repositioning-based resolution by calling AttemptRepositionResolution (Algorithm 3). Here, the planner selects a set of grip points on the corresponding cables and uses the manipulators to position the cables such that no interlinks are taut. The manipulator and cable positions are computed by ComputeGeometricResolutions (Algorithm 5).
The use of repositioning-based resolution can result in some of the initial free manipulators being occupied. A successful reference point alignment requires that all initially free manipulators remain free upon completion of alignment. To achieve this, additional reference points must be aligned to free the occupied manipulators. DetermineRefPointsToAlign (Algorithm 4) determines the set of additional reference points that require alignment for successful resolution. AttemptRepositionResolution then recursively calls AlignReferencePointList with the new set of reference points and lists of free and occupied manipulators at that state. If a plan to align the subset of reference points can be found, the resolution and alignment are both successful and the planner can move to the next reference point in the original list.
B. Aligning a Reference Point List
AlignReferencePointList (Algorithm 1) takes as input the list of reference points that must be clamped, {(i, r i j )}, where i ∈ {1 . . . n cable } and r i j ∈ R i ; the system state S; the task plan P; the list of free manipulators {M free }, where M free ∈ M; and the list of pairs of occupied manipulators and the cables grasped by them {(i, M)}, where i ∈ {1 . . . n cable } and M ∈ M. The output produced is the final system state and the task plan to transfer the system from the input state to the output state. In the event that the algorithm fails, it returns a failure flag along with the system state S and the task plan P at the time of the last successful alignment.
Line 4 initializes FailList, a list of points from the full reference point list (RefPointList) with failed alignment attempts. Line 7 selects an unaligned reference point. In lines 8 and 9, the algorithm exits with a failure if attempted alignment of a selected reference point fails twice with no successful alignment of any other reference points between the two attempts. Line 11 aligns the selected reference point with its clamp. From lines 13 to 15, if the alignment does not result in taut interlinks, the FailList is cleared (line 14) and alignment actions are added to P. In the event of violated interlink Determine taut Interlinks 13: if No Interlinks taut then 14: Clear FailList 15:
Add alignment actions to P
16:
else 17: Determine newFreeManipulators and newOccupiedManipulators 18: (S,P,ResolveFlag) = ResolveInterlinkConflict (S, P, newOccupiedManipulators,newFreeManipulators, (i, M)) 19: if ResolveFlag == true then 20: Clear FailList 21: Add alignment and resolution actions to P Backtrack S to state at Line 11 25: Add (i, j ) to end of RemainingRefPointList 
C. Interlink Conflict Resolution
Algorithm 1 calls ResolveInterlinkConflict (Algorithm 2) whenever an alignment attempt results in taut interlinks. ResolveInterlinkConflict takes as input the system state S and the task plan P that involves the attempted reference point alignment. In addition, the input includes the free manipulators {M free }, where M free ∈ M; the list of tuples of occupied manipulators, {(M, g i j )}, where i ∈ {1 . . . n cable } and M ∈ M, g i j ∈ G i ; and ClampedCable (i clamped , M clamped ), a tuple including the cable being clamped and the manipulator clamping it i clamped ∈ {1 . . . n cable } and M clamped ∈ M. The resolution is considered successful if a system state S and a valid task plan P are found such that, in S, no interlinks are taut and the manipulators in FreeManipulators are free. If these for all C i = (i, k, {r }, {g}) ∈ CorrespondingCables do 6: if
CorrespondingCablesManip.Add(C i , M)
8:
M ← pop(FreeManipulators) 10: CorrespondingCablesManip.Add(C i , M) 11 :
Attempt Single
Step Resolution and create SingleStepList and RepositionList 13: Add Single step resolution actions to P 14: if No interlink is stretched then 15: return S, P, SuccessFlag = True 16: (S, P, RepositionFlag) = AttemptRepositionResolution (S, P, RepositionList, CorrespondingCablesManip) 17: return S, P, SuccessFlag = RepositionFlag conditions are not met, the algorithm fails and returns the S and P provided at input.
Line 2 creates CorrespondingCable, a set of tuples {(i, k, {r }, {g}) a }, where a ∈ {1 . . . n corresp Cables }, i ∈ {1 . . . n cable }, k ⊆ I, {r } ⊆ R i ; and {g} ⊆ G i . This is a set of all cables attached to at least one taut interlink. i represents the index of the cable, k is the set of taut interlinks attaching to cable i , and {r } is the set of reference points that lie between the first reference points to the right and left of all taut interlinks on the cable. Fig. 5(a) depicts an instance of a taut interlink and reference points in {r }. All reference points between R1 and R2 (two in the case presented) are included in the set {r }. {g} is a set of grip points to be considered for grasping the cable in order to reposition it. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , all gripping points between the first slack interlinks to the left (I1) and right (I2) of the taut interlinks are included. In lines 3 and 4, the algorithm declares failure and exits if the number of free manipulators is less than the number of corresponding cables that are not grasped. Lines 5-10 ensure that a manipulator is assigned to each of the corresponding cables. Line 12 attempts a singlestep resolution and determines feasible single-step actions. Single-step resolution is feasible if the corresponding cable can be clamped at one of the reference points in {r } while resolving taut interlinks and not stretching any other interlinks on the cable. Cables for which single-step resolution is not feasible are added to RepositionList, a set of cables that will be repositioned in order to resolve any remaining interlink constraints. Lines 14 and 15 exit after declaring success if the interlinks are resolved with single-step resolution strategy. Line 16 uses Algorithm 3 to plan a repositioning-based resolution strategy. Line 17 exits the algorithm with a flag indicating the success or failure of the repositioning attempt and the system state and plan for resolution. while True do 6: if GripListEmptyCount ≥ size(Corresponding CablesManip) -size(OccupiedManipulators) then 7: return S, P, SuccessFlag = False (S, P, RepositionFlag) = ComputeGeometric Resolution(S, P, CorrespondingCablesManip, RepositionList) 16: if RepositionFlag == True then 17: Determine NewFreeManipulators, NewOccupiedManipulators 18: (S, P, AlignFlag) = AlignReferencePointList(S, P, NewFreeManipulators, NewOccupiedManipulators, NewRefPointsList) 19: if AlignFlag == True then 20: return S, P, SuccessFlag = AlignFlag
D. Repositioning-Based Resolution
Next, we consider the function AttemptRepositionResolution (Algorithm 3). This function is called in Algorithm 2 in the event that single-step resolution fails. It accepts as input the system state S, the task plan P, and the CorrespondingCablesManip set of tuples from Algorithm 2. It also requires RepositionList {i }, a list of cables that require repositioning as determined in Algorithm 2, where i ∈ {1 . . . n cable }. If successful, this algorithm computes the cable positions that ensure that interlink constraints are resolved. It also determines the task plan for aligning a subset of reference points that ensure the interlink constraints are satisfied, even after the manipulators that were in FreeManipulators upon input to Algorithm 2 are released.
From lines 2 to 3, the additional set of reference points requiring alignment are determined using Algorithm 4. For each free manipulator, there exists a list of grip points that must be considered in order to compute a resolution for the interlink constraints. Lines 6 and 7 declare failure and exit if no new grip points are available to check for resolution. Between lines 10 and 14, a grip point is selected from the set {g} for each corresponding cable with an assigned free manipulator, in ascending order according to the priority function in (14) . Next, line 15 computes a geometric resolution using Algorithm 5. In the event that Algorithm 5 fails, the process repeats with a selection of new grip points. If successful, lines 17 and 18 attempt to align the list of reference points determined at line 3 using Algorithm 1. Finally, line 19 declares success and exits (the algorithm continues if alignment of the reference point list fails). for all (i, k, {r }, {g}) ∈ CorrespondingCables & i ∈ RepositionList do 4: Sort elements of {r } by priority function 5: while Interlinks ∈ k are stretched do if Interlinks / ∈ k are stretched then 10: Initialize the set NewCorrepondingCables 11: FinalList = DetermineRefPointsToAlign (SystemState, NewCorrespondingCables, FinalList, Manip) 12: return FinalList Next, we observe the function DetermineRefPointsToAlign (Algorithm 4). This algorithm takes as input the system state S after a reference point alignment, the set of tuples CorrespondingCablesManip and the RepositionCables list from Algorithm 2. Also, as the function has been designed as a recursive algorithm, it accepts an initial alignment list of reference points: {(i, r i j ) m }, where i ∈ {1, . . . , n cable } and r i j ∈ R i . The reference point alignments in this function exist only in planner memory and are not actually executed. This algorithm determines the list of reference points that must be aligned to ensure that all interlink constraints are satisfied even after the manipulators used to reposition the cables are freed. 
The priority function is the summation of the absolute distance of the selected reference point from all taut interlinks along the length of the cable. This function ensures that the reference point cumulatively closest to the attachment points on all interlinks receives the highest priority. 
E. Computing a Resolution to the Interlink Conflict
In the event that the attempted single-step resolution in Algorithm 2 fails, the other cables must be repositioned to ensure that no interlink is taut. This is a planning problem in the continuous space of manipulator positions. In order to address this problem, we use a technique similar to that described by Berenson [9] .
Consider a cable j being repositioned using manipulator l with grip point m at length g j m . Let M l ∈ M be the configuration of the manipulator and P be the vector denoting the concatenated positions of P attachment points of the taut interlinks on the manipulated cable-hence, P ∈ R 3 P . In order to resolve the interlink conflicts, these points must be lifted to the points on the cables at the other end of the taut interlinks. Let the concatenated positions of these target points be specified in T ∈ R 3 P , and let the function F(M l ) : R 3 × S 3 → R 3 P map the manipulator configuration to the positions of the points in P as follows:
Berenson [9] used an approximation of the Jacobian to speed up computation. For each point, the Jacobian is approximated as the rigid body Jacobian weighted by a "rigidity factor"
where w i is the "rigidity factor" for the i th point and is computed as follows:
where k is a tunable parameter that controls the rigidity of the cable and s
is the lengthwise position of the point considered along the cable. The rigidity factor is unity at the gripping point and gradually decays further along the cable, representing the diminishing effect of movement further away from the gripping point. J rigid is the rigid body Jacobian and is given by the following:
where T IM is the transformation from the manipulator frame to the ground frame and r = X(s
is the vector from manipulator position to the point.
[r ] × is the skew-symmetric cross product matrix and A is defined as follows:
The control input applied to the manipulator is computed as follows:
where J † denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of J . The complete method for computing the resolution is described in Algorithm 5. ComputeGeometricResolution takes as input the system state S and the task plan P. In S, the corresponding cables have already been grasped at the grip points sampled in Algorithm 3. CorrespondingCablesManip and RepositionCables from Algorithm 2 must also be provided as input. If the algorithm is successful, the output includes S with the cables repositioned such that no interlinks are taut, and the necessary actions are added to P. Otherwise, S and P at input are returned along with a binary success flag.
Line 3 intializes P and T using the attachment points of taut interlinks. If additional interlinks become taut over the course of computing the resolution positions, line 7 adds the attachment points of these interlinks to P and T . Lines 9 and 10 propagate the position of the manipulator according to (22) and reposition the manipulator, respectively. Lines 11 and 12 exit the algorithm with a failure if the maximum number of iterations is exceeded without resolution. Lines 13-15 exit the algorithm declaring success if all interlink constraints are satisfied.
F. Example Solutions
Consider the scenario depicted in Fig. 6 : a set of cables C i = {1, 2, 3}, each of length 5.9 m, are laid on a floor in the initial state. Each cable has a set of clamps K i that it must be attached to, with clamp positions known a priori. The reference points R i are defined along the cable lengths. The grip points G i are distributed along the cables at uniform intervals. There are two manipulators, M = {1, 2}, available, along with five interlinks: three between cables 1 and 2 and two between cables 2 and 3. Each reference point is indexed as an ordered pair (i, j ), where i is the index of the cable and j is the index of the interlink along that cable (below, the cables, for all (i, k, {r }, {g}, M) ∈ CorrespondingCablesManip such that i ∈ RepositionList do 3: Initialize P and T vectors 4: while exitFlag == false or iterCount ≤ MaxIter do 5: for all (i, k, {r }, {g}, M) ∈ CorrespondingCablesManip such that i ∈ RepositionList do 6: if Interlinks on i are taut then 7: Add attachment points of new taut interlinks to P and T
8:
J ← Compute Jacobian 9: δM k ← Propagate control 10:
if iterCount ≥ MaxIter then 12: SuccessFlag = False 13: if no interlinks on i strethced then 14: exitFlag = True; SuccessFlag = True 15: Add reposition actions to P 16: return S, P, SuccessFlag manipulators, and the reference points are referred to by their respective indices).
The goal is to align all the reference points on cable 1. The planner is called with AlignReferencePointList with the following arguments: the start state S; the plan P, which is an empty set; the FreeManipulators list, represented by the set {1, 2}; the OccupiedManipulators list, which is an empty set; and RefPointList, represented by the set { (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4) , (1, 5)}.
As depicted in Fig. 7(a) , if reference point (1, 1) is aligned using manipulator 1 without any additional actions, an interlink between cables 1 and 2 is stretched; hence, ResolveInterlinkConflict is called with the following arguments: the state S of the system, the plan P so far, the FreeManipulators list ({2}) and the OccupiedManipulators list ({1}). The set of relevant reference points for this problem includes {r } = { (2, 1), (2, 2) }. The free manipulator is assigned to cable 2 to plan for the resolution. The planner first attempts a single-step resolution with reference point (2, 1) ; this attempt is successful, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . The reference point (1, 1) is now removed from the RefPointList and the resolution actions are added to P. The planner then attempts to align reference point (1, 2) ; the alignment is successful, with no additional resolution actions required.
Next, the planner attempts to align reference point (1, 3) with manipulator 1. In the absence of resolution actions, this would stretch the interlink between cables 1 and 2; hence, ResolveInterlinkConflict is called in order to attempt a resolution. The reference points to be considered for singlestep resolution are {(2, 3), (2, 4)}. Aligning either point results in stretching an interlink between cables 2 and 3; therefore, repositioning-based resolution is required. It is determined using DetermineRefPointsToAlign that reference points {r} = {(2, 3), (3, 2)} must be aligned in order to free the manipulators. Manipulator 2 is then used to grasp cable 2 and reposition it such that the interlink is slack.
AlignReferencePointList is then called with the following arguments: the FreeManipulators set is {1}, the OccupiedManipulators set is {2}, and the RefPointList set is {r}. Aligning reference point (2, 3) is not possible, as doing so would stretch the interlink between cables 2 and 3 with no free manipulators to resolve the conflict. As a result, the algorithm attempts alignment of reference point (3, 2) . This alignment would also stretch the interlink between cables 2 and 3; however, manipulator 2, which has already grasped cable 2, can be used to plan a reposition-based resolution. Once (3, 2) is aligned, the reference point (2, 3) can also be aligned using manipulator 1 without stretching any other interlinks. The planner then aligns the reference points { (1, 4) , (1, 5)} without requiring any additional resolution actions.
Finally, the planner attempts to align reference point (1, 6). A simple alignment would stretch the interlink between cables 1 and 2, as depicted in Fig. 8 ; therefore, ResolveInterlinkConflict is called to plan a resolution. The reference points required for single-step resolution are {(2, 5), (2, 6)}; however, as depicted in Fig. 9 , single-step resolution is infeasible for both points, so AttemptRepositionResolution is called to plan a reposition-based resolution.
Using DetermineRefPointsToAlign, it is determined that reference points {r} = { (2, 5), (3, 4) , (2, 2)} must be aligned in order to resolve interlink the constraints while freeing all manipulators. The algorithm selects a grasp point on cable 2 for repositioning the cable; ComputeGeometricResolutions is then used to compute the manipulator position that ensures that the interlink is not stretched while aligning (1, 6), as shown in Fig. 8 . Manipulator 1 is used to align the reference point, 2 is used for resolutions action, as depicted in Fig. 10 .
AlignReferencePointsList is then called to align the list of reference points {r}. Reference point (2, 5) cannot be aligned without stretching additional interlinks. If manipulator 1 is used to align (3, 4), manipulator 2, which is already grasping cable 2, can be used to reposition cable 2 in order to resolve one of the interlink conflicts. However, doing so would also stretch an interlink located to the left of reference point (2, 3), which has already been clamped. Thus, manipulator 2 cannot influence the cable positions in that section, and aligning (3, 4) is not possible. However, the planner can align (2, 2) without requiring any additional actions, as shown in Fig. 11(a) . Once (2, 2) is aligned, the planner can then align (3, 4) while using manipulator 2 to reposition cable 2, as depicted in Fig. 11(b) . Finally, (2, 5) can be aligned, terminating the list {r}. With the additional reference points aligned, manipulator 2 can now be freed with no taut interlinks remaining. Alignment of all reference points in the original list is now complete, and the planner can exit successfully. An animated walkthrough of the planning algorithm is provided in the accompanying video. 1 
VI. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the algorithm in terms of its time complexity and completeness.
The algorithm searches through a finite set of reference points for alignment. In addition, the resolution strategies involve manipulating a finite set of reference points and grip points. The computation of manipulator positions for repositioning-based resolution is repeated over a finite number of iterations; consequently, the algorithm is guaranteed to terminate. In VI-A, we show that the time complexity of the proposed planner is O(N
), where N r , N g , and N m are the number of reference points, grip points, and manipulators, respectively.
The planning algorithm uses a fixed set of resolution strategies in order to generate interlink constraint resolution plans-namely, single-step and repositioning-based resolutions. However, a larger set of resolution strategies exist that may generate solutions wherein the planner, with its limited set of strategies, fails. In Section VI-B, we discuss the nature of the resolution strategies required for a complete algorithm and provide examples wherein the proposed planner would fail to generate a solution.
A. Time Complexity of the Planner
AlignReferencePointList (Algorithm 1) attempts to align a list of reference points. In a worst case scenario, the only feasible order of alignment of reference points is the reverse of the order provided at input. Under such circumstances, the planner would require N r (N r −1)/2 attempts to terminate, which is O (N 2  ref ) . In the worst case scenario for resolution, every alignment would require interlink conflict resolution using Algorithm 2. An interlink resolution would sequentially attempt single-step resolution, determine a list of additional reference points to align and then attempt reposition-based resolution. The time complexity of AlignReferencePointList when called with N m manipulators (T AR (N m )) is given by the following:
where T SS is the time complexity of single-step resolution, T DR is the time complexity of DetermineRefPointsToAlign (Algorithm 4), and T RR is the time complexity of AttemptRepositionResolution (Algorithm 3). For single-step resolution, the algorithm attempts to align the reference points on corresponding cables simultaneously, and searches through a set of reference points independently on all cables. The time complexity T SS (N m ) is given by the following:
In a worst case scenario, DetermineRefPointsToAlign would add all the reference points to the align list. As alignment for each reference point is attempted only once, the worst case time complexity would be as follows:
AttemptRepositionResolution attempts reposition-based resolution using a combination of grip points on the corresponding cables; however, it attempts repositioning by successively selecting from the set of grip points independently for each cable. In addition to computing the manipulator positions for resolution, it also attempts to align the list of reference points generated by DetermnineRefPointsToAlign. The worst case time complexity would be as follows:
Substituting (24)- (26) in (23), we obtain a recursive functional expression
. (27) By expanding the T AR (N m − 1) term repeatedly, the expression can be written as a series sum given by the following:
The first two terms of the (28) ), respectively. Therefore, the time complexity of the planner is as follows:
B. Planner Completeness
In order for the planner to be complete, it must systematically and exhaustively search through all possible reference point combinations for a potential single-step resolution, and through all grip points for repositioning-based resolution. A complete planner must also evaluate the possibility of assigning multiple manipulators to the same corresponding cable. In such a case, the number of possible selections would be O(
where N m i is the number of manipulators assigned to a particular cable.
Even under the assumption that a single cable can be grasped by a single manipulator, the proposed algorithm does not carry out the exhaustive search required for completeness, and is incomplete due to the following two reasons.
1) Incomplete Search in Resolution Strategies:
When performing single-step resolution and selecting grip points for repositioning-based resolution, the planner selects points independently on each cable. It only searches for the point on a given cable that will resolve all interlinks attached to that cable without stretching interlinks with any other cables. This approach requires O(N m N r ) and O(N m N g ) selections for single-step and repositioning-based resolution, respectively. Unless interlinks are densely distributed along the cable, the feasibility of a resolution strategy with the selected point depends more upon the position of that point relative to the interlinks on that cable than on the selection of a point on another cable. The priority heuristic in (14) ensures that the points closest to taut interlinks are selected first; thus, the initial selections of reference points and grip points are likely to yield successful resolution plans.
2) Limited Set of Resolution Strategies:
In the adopted resolution strategies, a cable can only be manipulated by a single manipulator at any given time, and vice versa. When manually installing cables, human workers often manipulate multiple cables at a time; however, the limited dexterity of robotic arms precludes the manipulation of multiple cables with a single manipulator. Also, assigning only one manipulator to a cable prevents redundant assignments. There are scenarios in which this restriction would result in the algorithm failing to identify a potential solution even though a solution exists. Consider the instance depicted in Fig. 12 : In this case, interlinks I1 and I2 are taut. The manipulator assigned to cable 2 is M2, and so the planner cannot assign any other manipulator to cable 2 for planning a resolution. However, cable 2 is clamped at reference point R2; therefore, while M2 can be used to resolve the interlink constraint I2, it cannot influence interlink I1. Manipulator M3 is free to grasp cable 2 between reference points R1 and R2, and attempt either single-step or repositioning-based resolution, but the constraint to assign only one manipulator per corresponding cable would result in this possibility not being considered. A complete planner requires the ability to reason over manipulator assignments to every segment of the cables between clamped reference points. Also, as the installation continues, the number of such independent cable segments increases. A complete planner must be able to cope with changing problem size as the given task progresses toward completion.
VII. EVALUATIONS

A. Application to a Real-World Problem
The motivating example for this paper was the automated installation of electrical cables into an aircraft fuselage. This process is typically performed manually in aircraft manufacturing: workers lay out the cables alongside the fuselage and align them with the appropriate clamping fixtures using temporary fasteners. They then secure the minor branches emerging from the main cables, and clamp the cables using permanent fasteners.
Initial cable placement is prone to errors during manual installation, and correcting these errors is time-consuming. Automation of initial placement could reduce misalignment of cables while securing the minor branches. In this section, we present an instance modeling the installation process using the formulation provided. The cables, clamps, and interlinks are modeled as per the actual dimensions in the fuselage.
The visualization of the system state during the problem is depicted in Fig. 13 . Each side of the fuselage has four cables with lengths of approximately 10 m. In the initial state, the cables C i are assumed to be laid out straight along the fuselage floor. Each cable must be attached to the fuselage at 30 clamping fixtures per cable defined in the set. The clamp positions are known a priori and included in the set K i . If the distance between two clamp positions is x, the length of cable that must be between the clamps is 1.05x. The positions of the reference points R i are determined according to this slack factor. The gripping points G i are assumed to be distributed uniformly along the length of each cable, with 625 gripping points per cable. The cable harness has 18 instances of interlinks between cables. Some interlinks repeat at set intervals throughout the fuselage, while some occur at only a single position. This placement results in varying interlink densities among different cable sections, as shown in Fig. 13 . Two manipulators are available to interact with the cables.
The planner presented in Section V, combined with the shape computation scheme presented in Section IV, was implemented in MATLAB. The planner terminated successfully and generated a plan to complete the installation process in 224 temporally disjoint action sets, as defined in (9) . The runtime for the planner was 52.21 s when executed on a machine with the Intel core i7-6700K CPU. The stepwise plan is depicted in the accompanying video. 2 Out of 120 attempted reference point alignments, ResolveInterlinkConflict was called six times. Each time, single-step resolution successfully yielded a feasible resolution strategy, with no repositioning-based resolution attempts required. Shape computation algorithm was called 427 times in total. As expected, the planner never executed an action that would result in stretching of either a cable or an interlink. Prediction of the expected shape via the shape computation scheme ensured that potential interlink stretching was preempted and a resolution was planned before executing an action.
The proposed formulation captures aspects of modeling the cable installation process that prior art has been unable to model. In addition, the proposed planner is capable of generating plans that successfully complete cable installation for real-world problems involving fewer manipulators than cables.
B. Evaluation on Randomly Generated Problems
Finally, we evaluated the success rate of our planning algorithm within randomly generated problem scenarios. In this section, we describe our protocol for sampling valid goal states of manipulation planning scenarios from a parameterized distribution. Although the goal states sampled from the distribution are valid, this does not guarantee that a plan to reach the goal state exists; thus, even a hypothetical complete planner would not attain 100% success rate on these scenarios. However, this evaluation is useful for establishing the way in which the generating distribution parameters determine the difficulty of the manipulation planning problem. For this evaluation, we vary the density of interlinks per unit length of the cable and the separation between initial cable positions and clamping fixtures.
The generated problems contain three cables, two manipulators, and ten clamping fixtures per cable. The clamp poses and the interlinks on the cable are generated randomly per problem instance. The vertical position of the clamp poses are given by y = y 0 + y i , where y i ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4} cm. y 0 controls the separation between the ground plane and the height of the clamps. The value of y i for the first clamp pose is chosen randomly. Subsequent clamping poses along the cable are modeled as a Markov chain. The transition function for the Markov chain allows the value of y i to be changed by up to 0.2 cm between successive clamp poses. The horizontal positions of the clamping poses are generated from truncated normal distribution, with means separated by a user-specified distance 35.0 cm, in our case. The standard deviation is held constant at 6.0 cm. The total length of the cables is computed by allowing for 5% slack within the sum of Euclidean distances between clamping positions. For each cable, the interlinks are generated by sampling the points at which they originate on a cable via a Poisson process, with k expected interlinks per unit length. The second cable corresponding to the interlink is randomly selected from the remaining cables. If the interlink originates from the first cable at length s i , then s j is sampled from a normal distribution with mean s i and a constant variance. The length of interlink l is set to a value 20% higher than the distance between its endpoints in the goal configuration. This process of sampling the goal configuration ensures a valid system state with no stretched cables or violated interlink constraints; however, it does not guarantee that a plan to attach all reference points using two manipulators exists. We tested the performance of our algorithm using four different settings for interlink density parameter k and two settings for the separation distance between the clamps and the ground plane y 0 . For each distribution parameter setting, we applied our planning algorithm to 100 randomly generated problem instances. We recorded the success rate, mean planning time per instance, and mean number of calls to the shape computation scheme for each parameter setting. Fig. 15 depicts the medians of the number of shape computations required before termination. Fig. 16 depicts the success rate of the algorithms at the different values of k tested. As expected, we observed that as expected interlink density increased, the success rate of the algorithm decreased. Furthermore, increase in the separation distance between clamp positions and the starting configuration of the cables also lowered the success rate. As the separation distance between the ground plane and the clamps increased, movements of a larger magnitude were required to align the cables and clamps, which could result in simultaneous violations of interlink constraints across multiple cables. Thus, there are instances involving fewer free manipulators than cables with stretched interlinks, making interlink con- Fig. 16 . Success rate for generating a complete plan for 100 randomly generated problems. straint resolution impossible. The effect of varying the distance of separation between the ground plane and clamp positions was more pronounced with larger values of k. Fig. 15 depicts the medians of the number of shape computations required before termination, and Fig. 17 depicts scatter plot of the runtime against the number of shape computations. We found that the number of shape computation calls is the primary factor affecting the runtime of the planning algorithm. There is a strong linear relationship between them with Pearson's correlation coefficient r = 0.96.
VIII. LIMITATIONS
The inability of our shape computation algorithm to account for contact friction forces with the ground or other objects in a scenario represents a limitation of this paper, as these forces can have a significant impact on overall cable shape within 3-D workspaces. However, our planning algorithm is not tied to a particular shape computation scheme; as such, better schemes can be directly incorporated into the algorithm.
A second limitation of our study is inability of our algorithm to deal with manipulation constraints apart from interlink constraints. Such manipulation constraints could include prevention of entwined cables or threading the cables through holes in the structure as per goal specifications, etc., and represent important directions for future work.
IX. CONCLUSION
In summary, we presented a model for posing a manipulation planning problem involving multiple interlinked DLOs, including mathematical descriptions for the system state, transition actions, and a plan validator. We also presented an algorithm that generates a plan in terms of primitive actions to align a given set of reference points without violating the interlink constraints. We presented, with proof, a scaling transformation that maps similar DLO shapes across varying length and stiffness values. We proved that the computational complexity of the algorithm is O(N 2N m +1 r +N 2N m r N g ). We also showed, however, that the prototype planner as presented is incomplete, and discussed the properties necessary for a complete planner. Finally, we demonstrated the functionality of the planner for the installation of cables into a real-world aircraft fuselage.
The development of a hierarchical planner represents a potential avenue for further research. A higher level planner would generate an optimal set of reference points to align the cable with a minimum number of clamping fixtures, while a lower level planner could be incorporated to accept intermediate states as goals and develop the complete manipulator trajectory. Such a planner could be designed by adopting the motion planners proposed in prior work to include geometric interlink constraints. Lastly, the proposed planner could also be refined to incorporate advances made in hierarchical task and motion planning to guarantee completeness while still providing concrete geometric endpoints between task level actions.
